In the general case, an array receives signals from a number of discrete or distributed sources. If the number of incident waves is small, and their phase constants known exactly, then one can use the algorithm to separate each of the incident signals so that they can be weighted, summed, and substituted for the failed elements. In the absence of such accurate knowledge, the best that can be done is U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. 132 
The earlier studies left two important issues unresolved. First, it was assumed that one had perfect knowledge of the phase constant The remainder signal is exact, but does not in general represent a complete separation of any one incident signal unless of the waves are located at the sample points Ap. When each does, then all the terms in the summation at right vanish, and the remaining signal is just the desired p'th signal, sampled at element n. In this case, the algorithm gives the exact expression for the signal at element m, in terms of the signal at the n'th element using the relationship below.
In the more general case, the bracketed term of equation 7 
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented details of a technique for correcting the pattern of an array with element failures and digital beamforming. The technique has been shown to be useful in reducing,the general sidelobe ratio over an angular region that can be many sidelobes wide.
